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The purpose of this plan is to demonstrate the steps that are 
being taken to open the Branson Convention Center for all 
events as a result of Covid-19. 

This is a fluid and evolving document that will continue to be 
updated as new restrictions and requirements come out. Last 
edited: Sept 9, 2020. 

 

Cleaning the facility to the highest standards 

Providing safe and enjoyable experiences  

Understanding the anatomy of our events to create physical distancing and 
new capacities 

Ensuring that you and your guests are provided a safe and healthy environment in 
which to have a successful event

Exploring the new role for technology and equipment 
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The Branson Convention Center is managed by ASM Global.  
 
 

 
is available to convention centers, stadiums, arenas, theaters, and other special 
event spaces worldwide. 
 

 ASM Global has also established cleaning protocols which are in use at the 
Branson Convention Center. 
 

 The VenueShield Environmental Hygiene Program works with over 400 products 
that include the recommended requirements for disinfecting various surfaces 
containing: 

 Quaternary Ammonia  commercially available form Diversey as Virex II 
256 or equivalent. 

 Accelerated Hydrogen Peroxides  commercially available from Diversey 
as Oxivir or equivalent. 

 Alcohol-Based  disinfectants must be at least 60% alcohol containing. 
Ethanol or isopropanol are acceptable. 

 Chlorine-Based  to include bleach solutions 
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Nothing is more important than to demonstrate a clean and safe 
facility in which to do business. In order to achieve that trust, the 
following programs are in place: 

 Deep Clean so we are prepared to host events  

 Keep it Clean by adopting new protocols with enhanced frequency of 
cleaning using the latest chemicals to kill viruses 
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Back to Business Deep Cleaning Highlights 
 

 The BCC staff conducts daily cleanings of all high touch surfaces throughout the 
facility. Cleaning and sanitizing occur in all public spaces with an emphasis on 
frequently touched surfaces 
including countertops, elevators, 
elevator buttons, door handles, 
public bathrooms, ATMs, dining 
surfaces, and all seating areas 
and tables. 

 
 Clean restrooms frequently  
 Health and hygiene reminders are 

placed throughout the property. 
Digital signage is also being used 
for messaging and 
communication.  

 
 Housekeeping is trained in the 

latest disinfection techniques 
 

 Installation of additional hand 
sanitizer dispensers, touchless 
whenever possible, are placed at 
key guest and employee 
entrances and contact areas such 
as stairs, elevators, and 
concourses. The BCC also has 
several portable Purell hand 
sanitizer stations that can be moved throughout our facility to service high traffic 
areas. 

 
 All OSHA standards for cleaning and employee protection are met. 
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 Maintaining a clean environment for returning employees and occupants by 
using disinfectant cleaners regularly. 
 

 Updated procedures and staff training to address the cleaning challenges and 
-19 era. Enhancements include products with 

shorter dwell times, increased cleaning frequencies, and upgraded cleaning 
validation and quality control techniques. 
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Surfaces 
 Two-step process that first removes dirt and bioburden using 

Spartan Clean by, 

Concentrate 25A.  
 We then apply EPA-approved N list disinfecting products including 

with Quat Tuberculocidal Husky 814 spray disinfectant cleaner (EPA 
REG. NO. 1839-83-8155) or Sanitizer/Viricidal Husky 803 disinfectant 
(EPA REG. NO. 6836-70-
Electrostatic Sprayers

 
 

High-Touch Areas 
 High touch surfaces are sanitized 

frequently throughout the day using Spartan 
Hard Surface Disinfecting Wipes (EPA REG. 
NO. 1839-190-5741), Clorox Hydrogen 
Peroxide Cleaner Disinfecting Wipes (EPA 
REG. NO. 67619-25), or Clorox Disinfecting 
Wipes (EPA REG. NO. 5813-79) 

 
FREQUENCY 
     Increased frequency of cleaning activity 
is visual cue to generate and maintain guest 
trust. 
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HAND HYGIENE 
There are 31 restroom sinks that are equipped with antibacterial soap. 
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BCC TEAM TRAINING & SAFTEY  
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The following actions are being taken to provide catering and concession 
services in a manner designed to minimize the risk to our team members and 
guests Branson follows all mandated CDC, federal, state, and local 
requirements and/or recommendations. 
 

A ServSafe Certified Manager will be onsite during all events 
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 Minimize human contact points 

 Eliminate the shared use of serving utensils, condiments, etc. 

 Suspend self-serve buffet style service 

 Remove loose cutlery and instead provide wrapped cutlery  

 Offer individual servings, including plated with lids, boxed meals, or action 
stations with sneeze guards and attendants 

 Sanitizer dispensers are located at all points of Food and Beverage 
Service. 

 

 Frequently touched surfaces (door handles, hand sinks, ice machines, 
hand railings, refrigerator & freezer handles, cart handles) are washed and 
disinfected every two hours throughout the workday 

 Work and food production areas are disinfected frequently with approved 
food surface disinfectant  

 At the end of the last shift for the day, after the food production areas have 
been cleaned, they are disinfected with an approved food surface 
disinfectant and allowed to air dry 
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 Practice social distancing while traveling to work 

 Follow approved check-in procedure, including 

 Daily temperature check for staff  

 Change into work clothes, storing outside clothes in locker 

 Post stay-at-home posters outside entrances to dining areas and kitchens  

 If you think you may be ill, DO NOT GO TO WORK 

 Stay at home and seek medical attention! 
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 Wash your hands thoroughly for at 
least 20 seconds 

 Dry with a single use towel 

 If you  have soap and hot water, 
use at least 60% alcohol 

 Provide sanitizer stations 

 Proper PPE helps prevent the virus from 
spreading 

 Branson will supply staff with 
appropriate, government approved PPE 
once they enter the workplace 

 Require staff to put on supplied PPE, 
including face mask, hair covering, beard 
net, and gloves following approved 
procedure 

 Provide sanitizer on common areas 

 
provide disposable gloves to incoming 
deliveries  
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 Stay 6 feet (2 Meters) apart 

 Prevent employees from grouping together 

 Stagger breaks and meal periods 

 Mark guidance spots on the floor to show proper physical distancing 

 Limit number of guests in a room according to facility policy 

 Physical distancing on seating and waiting lines / egress & ingress to event 
spaces, mark on floor where practical 

 Hand sanitizers or sanitizer touch pads at entrance and around service areas 

 
 



 

 The heart of the Branson Convention  reopening 
plan is  focused on the customers who use the facility 
every day. 

 Outlined below is the journey all customers and attendees will 
take to use our facilities. It begins when the customer arrives  
to the center and follows major assets a convention center 
provides: exhibition halls and meeting rooms 

 Recognizing the need to reinforce physical distancing and proper 
safety protocols this plan outlines a series of recommendations for 
the use of these spaces 

 Provided in this plan are examples of reduced capacities in meet- 
ing spaces with examples showing meeting room drawings for 
various functions 

 As food is an integral part of any convention or tradeshow experi- 
ence, we describe how catering and concessions will operate 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 The Branson Convention Center has installed floor 
graphics in all elevator cars to promote social distancing. 
The recommended capacity for our elevators is two 
people. 

 Hand sanitizer units are positioned in the BCC elevator 
lobby, for clients and attendees to use immediately upon 
entrance or exit from the elevators. 

 Signage has been posted around the elevators, 
encouraging the use of stairs as another social 
distancing alternative. 

                                

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Floor graphics will be applied indicating safe distancing 

 Having the Convention Center doors propped open at peak 
times to limit the need to touch door handles 

 Recommend staggering of of opening times or sessions and 

exhibit halls to allow attendees to arrive in smaller groups 

while maintaining proper physical distance 

 Recommend non-interface/touchless registration 

 Encourage print-at-home or scan with phone/digital 
while staggering in person registration times 

 Add plexiglass shields to all counters, on front and sides, to 
guard human interaction, especially at registration, information 
counters, managers stations, etc. 

 Space tables so there they are ) a part between them. 
No more than one person per table. 

 Mailing badges, name tags and flow prior to show start 

 Recommend pre-printed badges and no badge collection 
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 Adhere to density and attendance protocols 
 Aisles should be directional and use arrows and wayfinding 

with physical distancing reminders 

 Encourage color-coded badges to scheduled times that 
attendees can only visit certain parts of the hall to distribute 
crowds. For example: 

 8am to 10am (Aisles 100-500 - Blue badges; 
Aisles 600-1000  Red badge; 
Aisles 1100-1500- Green badges) 

 10am to noon (Aisles 100-500 - Green badges; 
Aisle 600-1000  Blue badges; 
Aisles 1100-1500 - Red badges) 

 

 Non-essential restrooms will be closed during move-in and out 
days to maintain and focus on the highest foot traffic restrooms 

 Provide touchless bathroom appliances (toilets, soap, 
paper towels) 

 Provide touchless entry and exit options 
 
 

 Continue to maintain access in all ingress and egress plans into and around 
the facility 

 Reduced capacity in room sets will still offer enough accessible seating, 
including companion seats, to comply with disability laws 
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 If a guest presents in a manner that could be COVID-19 related, 
we have dedicated room in Branson Convention Center to isolate 
and evaluate the individual and plan for transport 

 On active event days, add more holding rooms if 
demand becomes necessary 
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 Reduce capacity per room to adhere to distancing guidelines 

 Reconfigure our typical setups to new parameters around 
meeting space that allows for interactions with social distancing 

 

 Space furniture according to distancing guidelines 

 Meeting room chairs will need to be set at  distance 

 Theater layouts designed with  spacing 

 

 Hand sanitizers at strategic locations 

 Create entrance doors and exit doors into each room 
where possible 

 Recommend staggering start/end times in meeting rooms 

 Provide ample time between sessions to allow for cleaning rooms 
(more than standard 15 minutes) 
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STANDARD 

MEETING ROOM SETUP 

  aisles between rows 
and around the perimeter 

 Up to 20 chairs attached 
together  

 
    

                          
 

SAMPLE NORMAL 

 
SOCIAL 

DISTANCED MEETING ROOM SETUP 

 Minimum 6  aisles between rows                                   
and around the perimeter 

 No chairs attached together  

 

 

 
 
SAMPLE PHYSICAL DISTANCED 
CAPACITY (168) 
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STANDARD 

MEETING ROOM SETUP 

 Minimum  aisles between rows 
and around the perimeter 

 4 per table, with maximum of 
4 tables set together 

 
SOCIAL DISTANCED MEETING 
ROOM SETUP 

 Minimum  aisles between rows 
and around the perimeter 

 1 per table, with a maximum of 
2 tables set together 

 

  

SAMPLE NORMAL SAMPLE PHYSICAL DISTANCED 
CAPACITY (130) 
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STANDARD 

MEETING ROOM SETUP 

 Minimum  aisles between rows 
and around the perimeter 

 10 chairs set per round 

SOCIAL DISTANCED MEETING 
ROOM SETUP 

 Minimum 6  aisles between rows 
and around the perimeter 

 4 chairs set per round 

  spacing between rounds 

 
 
 

      

SAMPLE NORMAL
                   SAMPLE PHYSICAL DISTANCED  

           CAPACITY (168) 
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 Limiting attendee flow per hour or per 4-hour segment would 
allow scheduled visiting times to the show floor 

 Segment the show days to 3 segments per day 
(i.e.: Attendee segment one: 7am-11am) 

 Manage amount of attendees and exhibitors in exhibit hall/ 
specific areas with counting and controlled entrance area 

 Congestion signage to indicate when an aisle or area is 
too crowded 

 Staggered entrance times and entrance locations based on 
company and show zoning 

 Encourage appointments with exhibitors to manage timing 
and flow more effectively 

 

 

 For smaller booths - make sure that there is a  
in the front of the booth for attendees to step out of the aisle 
to reduce congestion 

 Place dividers in middle of   or  aisles to manage 
traffic flow and attendee intermingling 

 Wider Aisles   Minimum; Wider Cross-Aisles 

 Buffer spaces in between booths 
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 A queue line to enter exhibit hall with pre-defined or 
controlled path 

 Entrance units to include graphics on COVID-19 safety 
standards with possible speaking reel to remind attendees 
of regulations 

 One Direction/One-Way aisles for Entry and Exit - only have 
exhibitors on one side of aisle to limit congestion 

 

 Labor Check in stations with  queue separations and 
floor markings 

 PPE (gloves, masks, sanitizers readily available) protocols 

 Implement health/security ambassadors on all shows 

 Tailgate talk information each morning about distancing when 
working in booths and working with exhibitors 

 Safety: Instruction on proper use of masks 

 Limit number of workers riding in a cart, no sitting side-by-side 

 Space out labor sign-in locations to assure it is distanced 
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 Wipe down of equipment prior to use 

 Equipment assigned and not shared throughout a shift 
(i.e. forklift) 

 Industrial spray down of all furniture with tags indicating 
when it was last sanitized with the date and hour 

 Spray down of all carpets when installed 

 Move-in will require heavy targeting with exhibitors completing 
set and leaving to allow others to enter 

 All drivers must stay in their vehicles at delivery 
 

 Guidelines for interactions (no hand shaking) 

 Individually packaged giveaways or booth snacks 

 Appointments or blocks of time assigned by attendee 

 No performances or live demos that gather crowds 

 Limit booth staff to adhere to social distancing 

 Rental hand sanitizer units for exhibitors to place next to any 
hands-on contact location 

 
apply in their booth space in front of counters or demo locations  

 Provide hand sanitizer units to place next to any hands -on 
contact location
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 Limit number of guests in a room according to building policy 

 Physical distancing on seating and waiting lines / egress & 
ingress to event spaces, mark on floor where practical 

 Hand sanitizers around service areas 
 

 

 Minimize human contact points 

 No shared use of utensils, food, beverages, condiments, etc. 

 Only individual servings, plated with lids or boxed or action 
stations with sneeze guards and attendants 

 Individual bottled/canned beverages 

 No loose cutlery, use banquet cutlery rollups (airline packs) 
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To ensure that you and your guests are provided a safe and healthy environment in which to have 
a successful event, our team members provide important safeguards and services. Our 
management team monitors member activities to ensure that our safety and health protocols are 
followed appropriately. The following best practices have been adopted utilizing local, state and 
federal regulations as our guides: 
 

Our team members understand that they have a duty to take reasonable care not only for 
their own health and safety, but also for the health and safety of others.  In order to ensure 
this, the following training has been adopted: 

 COVID-19 safety and sanitation protocols to include a comprehensive program for 
our members with frequent guest contact such as housekeeping, food and 
beverage, event operations, and security.  

 Proper cleaning and sanitation procedures within each respective work area.  
 Signage throughout the facility to remind members of their important responsibilities 

to combat the spread of COVID-19 virus.  
 Frequent communication regarding updated guidelines designed to keep members, 

clients and guests safe and healthy. 
 

 
 Team members are instructed to stay home if they do not feel well and to contact 

their manager if they notice a coworker, vendor or guest exhibiting any symptoms of 
COVID-19.   

 Proper personal hygiene is expected, to include the use of hand sanitizers, ample 
hand washing, appropriate respiratory etiquette and social distancing.  

 Health pre-screenings are conducted upon arrival to the facility to include a health 
check questionnaire and a temperature check. 

 

 Protective face coverings are worn by members while performing their job duties in common 
areas, event spaces and food preparation areas, as well as whenever social distancing 
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requirements cannot be met.  
 Gloves are worn by members while performing tasks associated with sanitation, disinfection 

and food preparation.  

 

 
 The cleaning and sanitation frequency of equipment such as vending machines, 

refrigerators, beverage machines and microwaves are increased.
 

 Every team member follows appropriate social distancing while performing their tasks 
throughout the facility.  

 Arrival hours and break times are staggered, and traffic flow patterns are established. 
 Onsite team meetings and gatherings are limited. When meetings are scheduled, they are 

held in areas that accommodate safe distancing. Virtual platforms are utilized whenever 
possible to minimize the likelihood of exposure.

 Work schedules are developed to include only essential team members who provide 
necessary event services, while ensuring the level of customer service you and your guests 
expect. 
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 Routing instructions and plans to avoid deliveries through employee or main 
entrance and instead route through areas that will minimize contact 

 Separating shipping and receiving areas from the general population 

 Require personnel handling mail and parcels to wear PPE to receive parcels, mail 
and other deliveries, and train them in the proper use and disposal of PPE 

 Sanitizing the exterior of packing if appropriate, removing items 
 
 

 Physical distancing queue 
management for waiting passengers 

 Signage inside elevator cars 
displaying healthy elevator use 
protocols - this may include floor 
stickers to establish distancing 
zones and describe where and how 
to stand 

 Review of elevator cleaning 
processes, and updates to ensure 
on-going cleaning of high touch 
surfaces like elevator panels and 
buttons 
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Frequently touched surfaces are reservoirs for viral pathogens. By reducing the 

frequency of physical contact with items in the workplace that are also touched by others, 
individuals can reduce their exposure to communicable diseases 

 
In addition to providing disinfectant sprays or wipes adjacent to each touchpoint, 
BCC Center will implement the following to reduce touchpoints, when possible: 

 

 Affix signage to remind occupants to 
keep switches on all day 

 Provide disinfectant dispensers 

 Affix doors in an open position 

 Remove unnecessary fabric upholstered chairs 

 Affix notices to each chair reminding occupants to avoid or disinfect touchpoints 
 
 

 Provide disposable wipes so that common touchpoints (e.g., doorknobs, light 
switches, desks, desktop peripherals, remote controls, and more) can be 
disinfected by employees before each use 

 Minimize touchpoints by removing coffee pots and the like, eliminate 
open food items
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 As BCC continues to operate with physical distancing protocols, the need 
to increase technology to promote virtual sessions will increase 

 New and improved ways to promote touchless technologies for events will 
become the new normal 

 Equipment that provides added safety and security for visitors will be needed 
 
 

 With a redundant 10G network, BCC is positioned to support greater than usual 
bandwidth needs that may arise from show-side requirements to offer additional virtual 
options 

 We can support additional overflow 
requirements to easily connect multiple 
rooms due to physical distancing in 
meeting rooms 

 Hybrid event packages that include on 
site presentations for offsite attendees, 
multiple rooms broadcasting the same 
presentation and other custom packages 

 The ability to track crowds through the 
event space with WIFI tracking maps 

 The ability to deploy custom access 
point configurations to meet the needs of 
your event 
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 Two 10GB trunks provide Internet connectivity for the BCC to support failover 
redundancies to meet the needs of the  biggest power users 

 A full 10G facility fiber network throughout BCC allows broadcasts from or to any 
place in the venue 

 Wireless access points support 2.4 and 5.0 GHz to ensure all devices can connect 

  preferred AV provider, Liberty Services is in-house to provide everything 
needed for any type of hybrid meeting 

 

 

 

 Virtual conferences 

 Studio broadcast presentations 

 Event presenters streamed online 

 Main events broadcast to multiple event areas 
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A 10GB+ trunk provides Internet connectivity for the BCC to support failover 
redundancies to meet the needs of the  biggest power users 

 Total virtual experience from home 

 Virtual lobbies to navigate the event 

 Live networking, video playback and additional options available 

 Virtual exhibit hall with live interaction 

 Video on demand option 

 

 Up to 8 presenters at once but more can be added and removed during the event 
 Easy login 

 Video playback 

 Custom graphics and branding 

 Q&A and polling 

 Remote teleprompting 

 

 Up to 8 presenters at once but more can be added and removed during the event 
 Easy login 

 Video playback 

 Custom graphics and branding 

 Q&A and polling 

 Remote teleprompting 

 

 Customizable hardware solution with improved flexibility and reliability 

 Extends presentations to multiple rooms 
 Live interaction with in-house audience 

 Same features as Remote Cast and Event Cast 

 Custom scenic design and branding 
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Examples of technology that BCC is monitoring for future practical application within 
the facility 

 
 

 

Virtual Conference 
Platforms 

Virtual venue animations 
in online conferences 

 
 
 
 

Thermal Scan Body Temp 
Recognition 
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The goal is to demonstrate to employees and customers that attending events at the 
Branson Convention Center is safe. 

 
It is achieved by enhanced cleaning protocols, new ways of providing food service, under- 
standing the customer journey to promote social distancing, safely returning our employ- 
ees to work, embracing new forms of technology to enhance the experience, and explain- 
ing what we are doing and why. 

 

Cleaning the facility to the highest standards 

 

Providing safe and enjoyable food 

 

Understanding the anatomy of our events to create physical distancing and 
new capacities 

 

Returning our at-home workforce to the job site to serve our customers 

 

Exploring the new role for technology and equipment 

 
 


